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ABSTRACT 

       This thesis presents An Intelligent Agent Model for a Given Task in a Specified 

Environment. The methodology in this work is based on mixing algorithmic and function 

approaches to construct the intelligent agent model. The thesis concentrates on building 

an intelligent agent model as a knowledge-based system interacting with dynamic 

environment to perform tasks. 

       The class structure used to represent the environment in the knowledge base depends 

on three types of knowledge representation forms: production rule, semantic net, and 

frames.  Each object in the environment is an instance of the class environment. The 

Visual Basic.NET is used in the implementation, as an Object-Oriented programming 

language, because it offers a natural way of representing the real world in a computer. 

       Algorithms and functions are used for gaining knowledge from the state space of 

environment so as to build the task. The intelligent agent model can understand the 

environment from any position and can detect many subtasks, arrange them in a queue 

for execution, and has the ability to make a decision at a high level of thinking. 

      The intelligent agent model is able to calculate the persistent changes in the external 

dynamic environment and any sudden change, such as observing the existence of any 

obstacle in the environment and avoiding it.  The intelligent agent is also able to learn 

and take the reasonable decision in the dynamic environment and automatically select 

action based on task characteristics. Therefore, the intelligent agent can solve many 

different types of problems. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) may be defined as the branch of computer 

science that is concerned with the automation of intelligent behavior defined by 

(Russell and Norvig ,2003). The concepts of Artificial Intelligence involve 

considering how to build an Intelligent Machine (IM).  The processes of 

building such a machine are related to many sciences, so we can define the AI as 

interdisciplinary of sciences. This is the primary reason that AI can have many 

definitions in the literature.   

Therefore, any given definition is a mirror of the background of that 

scientist who defines the term AI. To introduce the term to the reader, clear and 

recent definition was stated in (Owaied and Abu-A'ra,2007)  “Artificial 

Intelligence is a concept of study and research for finding relationships between 

cognitive science and computation theories in order to represent these 

relationships as either data structures, search techniques, problem solving 

methods or representation forms for knowledge and the final goal of AI is to 

build an intelligent machine, with another benefit which is better understanding 

of human thinking”. In order to design and implement a program that mimics a 

human for doing a specific job, first of all we must have some way of 

determining how individuals do that job. Usually doing a job depends on the 
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knowledge of doing that job and this knowledge is stored in the long term 

memory of a human.  

Usually, the   knowledge is accumulated during a long period of time in 

the human brain.  

This knowledge is used by individuals to solve problems or 

communicate with others. The need for applying the human brain model was 

increased by the demand for building intelligent machines.  

          Bekey (2005) defines automation as: “the automation refers to systems 

capable of operating in real world environments without any form of external 

control for extended periods of time”. The Intelligent agent defined as an agent 

that receives precepts from the environment and performs actions. The 

intelligent agent, usually implemented as a model presents the transformation of 

functions that map precepts sequences to actions. There are many different ways 

to represent these functions to describe the importance of the task environment 

in determining the appropriate agent design (Russell and Norvig ,2003). 

Rob callan (2003), defined the intelligent software system as a collection of 

agents is a way of conceptualizing a complex system. Tools, techniques and 

standards are being developed for this form of software engineering. Such 

systems contain an agent that has goals and is situated in some environment, and 

the agent can sense its environment and is capable of independent action.               

Since Knowledge is the human brain’s soul, solving problems and 
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communicating with others, require applying the human brain model on the 

intelligent agent increased by the demand of building an intelligent agent.  

The knowledge based system involves the basic concepts of thinking. This 

includes receiving, storing, and processing Data, Information, and knowledge.  

Paterno, Mancini & Meniconi, (1997) defines task how an individual can 

reach a goal in a specific application domain. The goal is a desired modification 

of the state of a system or the environment of the task.  Therefore, the proposed 

model in this thesis will concentrate on how this knowledge of the task is 

represented. 

1.2. Problem Statement 

There are many problems related to task specification representation. 

The task specification is the list of possible actions for doing certain job in a 

certain domain, according to preconditions provided.  In this context there are 

two aspects that should be considered in order to represent the task specification 

.These are the task environments space and the task action space. So according 

to these two aspects, in order to specify and perform particular tasks, the 

following problems have been identified:  

1.   How to describe the state space and action space in the environment. 

2. Identify and compile the necessary information, and identify and 

design functions/algorithms (or utilize existing ones) needed to train 

the agent to perform the required tasks. 
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1.3. Objectives of the proposed project 

           The main objectives of this research are: 

1) Designing a model of intelligent agent that can act as a professional 

person to perform a certain task .  The model acts as an agent that 

intelligently searches, fetches, locates, and brings the required object 

or accomplishes a certain task. 

2) Generalizing the methodology of describing the task environment 

space and the task action space. 

3) Applying the design model in a specific environment . 

1.4. Research Importance 

        The new enhancement in the design of an agent to become intelligent agent 

can be applied in different environments so as to save money and effort 

and reduce the pressure of work. The intelligent agent can perform different 

tasks depending on the considered environment, especially in dealing with the 

spatial data to help the security and the emergency forces to overcome any 

obstacle in the environment.  

Searching for an object in any environment for untrained agent can be 

very difficult and time consuming task. However, the same process for trained 

professional may be a quite simple process.  
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The goal for developing the model of intelligent agent in any environment, 

especially in dealing with the spatial data, is to help workers in such 

environment to search and find an object or accomplish a task. 

Searching in such environment for particular object requires 

much effort and usually faces many problems. There are many problem 

solving methods, usually used by human, applied in this context. So the 

implementation of most of these problem solving methods as a software 

model will be very helpful to people specially those who work in 

dangerous environments. 

The aim of this project is utilizing the intelligent agent that understands an 

environment and can do any action independently. The intelligent agent can 

interact with environment and transaction between states without any help from 

the user or in other words non-supervised. Therefore, the intelligent agent will 

work according to just the given goal by calling the stored knowledge from the 

knowledge base and accomplish that job. Also the intelligent agent can interact 

with a dynamic environment and avoid any obstacle in such environment. 

1.5. Thesis Structure 

The thesis includes six chapters; the current chapter is the introduction. 

Chapter two gives an overview of the terminology used in the area of intelligent 

agent together with the methods used for related different research areas. These 

methods are used within the work to satisfy different objectives. 
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Chapter three is the literature survey for the thesis, showing the related 

work regarding intelligent agent, Planning Problem, Task Specification 

Representation and knowledge.  

In chapter four, we present the design of the proposed model of an 

intelligence agent as knowledge-based system together with the representation 

of knowledge base, action space, and the environment.  

In chapter five, we present the design and implementation of the 

proposed model of an intelligent agent as knowledge-based system together with 

an application in the library environment. Finally, chapter six contains the 

conclusion and the future work for the thesis. 
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Chapter Two 

Terminology 

2.1 Overview 

       This chapter includes an explanation of the concepts used in the environment, and 

describes types of environment and the properties of task in the environment. Also, it 

describes the declaration of the methods and terms that are used in the model. Moreover, 

this chapter presents the concept of intelligent agents and their types. Brief descriptions 

of the environments and their types, properties, and organization of objects in the 

environments have been presented. 

2.2 Types of Environment 

      When need To design an agent ,we must specify its task environment and any 

environment that  has many types .The following section describes and illustrates the 

types of environment  and then Compares the characteristics of two environments 

(Russell & Norvig ,2003). 

2.2.1   Static Environment 

         Static environment is the environment that does not change and can be easily 

dealt with by an intelligent agent. The intelligent agent is not necessary to continue 

searches in the environment when performing a task or when making a decision for an 

action. For example, Solitaire and Backgammon and Crossword puzzles are static 
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environments Figure 2-1 illustrates an example of Crossword puzzles static 

environment.  

 

Figure 2-1- : Example of Crossword puzzles is static task environment  

2.2.2 Dynamic Environment 

         In the case of the changing environment, non-static, and is the environment is that 

can be changed during the intelligent agent processes a task in the environment is called a 

dynamic environment.  Car moving on a road is an example of this type. 

2.2.3 Discrete Environment 

        The discrete environment can be defined as the environment which consists of many 

finite numbers of distinct states, for example a chess game has a discrete set of actions.   

2.2.4   Continuous Environment 

       The continuous environment can be defined as the environment which consists of 

many continuous finite numbers of states. The continuous states environment for 

example is car speed and location of the car with respect to other vehicles and passing 

cars through a range of continuous values. 
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2.2.5  Comparison between the characteristics of two environments 

A. Discrete Environment with Single Intelligent Agent 

The gridworld game in Figure 2-2 presents an example of discrete 

environment with a single intelligent agent. The game involves many possible 

tasks, for example, one task may be the intelligent agent starts from any location 

in sub-environment, the shaded area, to accomplish the movement for finding the 

specified object in the environment, in which the star is the symbol. The 

following are the characteristics of such environment and the properties of a task 

in such environment (Ian, Michael & Peter , 2009):   

•  Deterministic domain.  

• Discrete states and action space. 

• Contain single intelligent agent. 

• Episode. 

 

Figure 2-2 presents Gridworld Game Ian , Michael & Peter ,( 2009) 
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B. Continuous Environment with Multi-agents     

  Figure 2-3 presents an example of continuous environment with Multi-agents, 

group-A and group-B. The intelligent agents, either group-A or group-B, work in a 

continuous complicated environment. The complexity of this environment is in the nature 

of the game which is a football game; in reality the two groups of intelligent agents 

working in two different environments even though it is just one environment. The 

following are Properties of a task in such an environment (Ian , Michael & Peter , 2009):   

• Non Deterministic domain.  

• Continuous state and discrete actions. 

• Contain multi intelligent agent domain. 

• Episode. 

• Each intelligent agent has only a partial word. 

• Complex and stochastic domain. 

 

Figure 2- 3 presents RoboCup game Ian , Michael & Peter ,( 2009) 
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2.3    Accessing Task in the Environment 

       There are many methods that can be used for accessing the environment. I, in the 

following subsection we categorize the environments according to their accessibility 

(Russell & Norvig ,2003). 

2.3.1 Fully Observable Access 

     In the case of the Sensors that give the intelligent agent access to all state in the 

environment and the task environment is fully observable, and then the sensors can detect 

all aspects of special and appropriate choice of action. For example, Solitaire and 

Backgammon are of this type. 

2.3.2 Partially Observable Access 

      In the case of the Sensors that do not give the intelligent agent access to all state in 

the environment and the task environment is partially observable, then the sensors can not  

detect all aspects of special and appropriate choice of action, For example, Internet 

shopping and a car moving on a road are of this type . 

2.3.3 Deterministic Access 

         The environment is deterministic if it decided the next state by the current state of 

the environment and action executed by the intelligent agent, for example, Internet 

shopping and Solitaire are of this type. 
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2.1.1 Stochastic Access 

          In Case the environment is complex, this causes the difficulty of tracking   all 

aspects of the hidden. Examples are   driving car, where we can’t predict the behavior of 

traffic exactly, Backgammon, Taxi. 

2.1.2 Episodic Access  

           Each episodic task environment consists of a single action. The next episode 

does not depend on the actions taken in the previous episode, and the choice of 

work in each episode depends only on the episode itself. 

2.1.3  Sequential Access 

         A sequential access of environments is that which can affect the current decision 

of intelligent agent on all decisions in the future, and should be on the agent decision 

making when thinking about the future. Figure 2-4 represents an example chess game. 

 

Figure 2-4: Example of Chess game is Sequential (non-episodic) task 

Environment  
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2.2 Properties and Organization of Objects in Environments 

     The environment can contain different objects and these objects have many properties 

and can be organized in many methods.  In the following subsection we describe different 

organizations. 

2.2.1 Structured 

      The objects in environment organized sequentially, mean intelligent code linked the 

object in environment and the agent can through this code detect the position of target 

then directly go to target. 

2.2.2 Semi-Structured 

    It combines between structured and unstructured. This means mean that the object in 

environment some objects structured and organized and have the intelligent code and 

other objects in environment unstructured and not have intelligent code. 

2.2.3 Unstructured 

       The objects in environment are not organized sequentially .This means that they do 

not have  intelligent code linked the object in environment and the agent can not through 

this code detect the position of target then directly goes to target . The objects at arranged 

stochastic and the agent detected the target of task in use heuristic search and experience.  
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2.3 Concept of intelligent agent 

           The Intelligent Agent should have the capabilities such as ( Owaied ,2007) 

“behaves like a human being, smart, problem solver of unstructured and complex 

problems as human does, understands languages, learner, and able to reason and analyze 

data and information, and so on”.  

2.3.1 Types of  intelligent Agent 

          There are two types of the presence of intelligent agent in the environment. 

Determining the types of intelligent agent is based on the existing environment and the 

tasks that are given to the intelligent agent (Russell and Norvig ,2003). 

2.3.1.1 Single- intelligent Agent  

       The Single agent in environment means that only one agent is in the environment.  

There is no other agents in the environment to help it do the task or perform other tasks in 

the environment, alone only with their actions affect the world. 

2.3.1.2  Multi- intelligent Agent 

            In multi- intelligent agent environment means that there is more than one 

intelligent agent in the environment to carry out the tasks. Intelligent agents need to 

account for the actions of other intelligent agents.  There are three types of tasks to be 

carried out by multi- intelligent agent environment. 
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• Task is competitive: If there is a competition between intelligent agents in 

environment when doing task in the working environment.  

• Task is cooperative: Collaborative environment exists where intelligent 

agents work together as a single unit. 

• A Task can be both competitive and cooperative to different degrees. Example 

of a cooperative and competitive environment would be for example, RoboCup 

multi intelligent agent domain with both teammates and adversaries. 

2.4 Concepts of the Object-Orientation  

         Object-oriented programming offers a natural way of representing the real world in 

a computer.   In the object-orientation, the model is the number of objects that interact 

with each other. The environment, for example, consists of objects, such as vehicles, 

people, trees, and building and stone that are in some way related to each other. Model, 

which has been designed using object-oriented technology, is often easy to understand, 

and can relate directly to reality.   

       Use the instance-frame when referring to a particular object, and the class-frame 

when referring to a group of similar objects. 

        A class-frame describes a group of objects with common attributes. Table, bookcase, 

book and floor are all class-frames. In AI, however, the abbreviation 'class' is often used 

instead of the term 'class-frame'. Each frame in a frame-based system ‘knows’ its class.  
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2.4.1 Objects 

          An object is an entity that is able to save state information, which provides a 

number of methods to do the behavior of this state. 

        Objects usually correspond to real-life entity objects. For example bookcase or 

vehicles, table, trees. Each is taken as an object, information and behavior is related to 

object. Examples of the information high and width, and each object, must identify a    set 

of methods that can do behavior. 

2.4.2 Classes 

         A class is a template or a template of creation of new objects. Each class includes a 

group of objects that shares the same characteristics. Objects that include a certain class 

.For example, bookcase1, bookcase2, and bookcase3 are all bookcases that have similar 

properties and information structure, thus, they all belong to the same class: bookcase. 

         In object-oriented systems, each object belongs to a class. An object that belongs   

to a certain class is called an instance of that class. In the above examples, bookcase1, 

bookcase2, bookcase3 are all instances of the class bookcase  

2.4.3 Inheritance 

           When describing classes, several classes have common characteristics (behavior 

and attributes). For instance, when comparing the classes’ bookcase and shelf, it is clear 

that they are very similar to each other .The Similarity can be shared between the classes 

by extracting them and placing them in a separate class MyObject. In MyObject, 
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everything that is common. In this way several classes can share common characteristics 

.Thus, common characteristics are collected in one specific class and all other classes 

these features are allowed to inherit this class itself. 
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Chapter Three 

Literature Survey and Related Works 

3.1     Overview  

In Recent years ,intelligent agent and how it interacts with environment 

and does the task specification representation, attracted many researchers in the 

field of intelligent agents and artificial intelligence; so the literature survey and 

related works have been divided into five sections which are; literature survey 

related to intelligent agents, literature survey related to planning problems, 

literature survey related to task specification representation, Literature Survey 

Related to Knowledge , and Literature Survey Related to Machine Learning. 

3.2      Literature Survey Related to Intelligent Agents 

The agents in an the environments are anything that can  show  some 

kind of  understanding and cognitive  in the environment  and enter  the 

information  through the senses and sensors , or by storing  the specifications   

of the environment  and clarifying to  the agent, and  then  the agent  

representation  in the work environment  through actuators, mechanical 

or engine . 

Russell, Norvig (2003) defines "intelligent agent (IA) as an autonomous 

entity which observes and acts upon an environment and directs its activity 
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towards achieving goals. Intelligent agents may also learn or use knowledge to 

achieve their goals. They may be very simple or very complex."  

         Rowell, (2002) Defined the System State as follows: “The concept of the 

state of a dynamic system refers to a minimum set of variables, known as state 

variables, that fully describe the system and its response to any given set of 

inputs." Environment stores all the relevant details of the world. 

Woolderidge & Dunne, (2002) claimed that they use the result 

established in the many theories to analyze the complexity of  agent verification 

for three classes of task specifications : achievement and maintenance tasks , 

and tasks specified as arbitrary Boolean combinations of achievement and 

maintenance tasks . 

3.3      Literature Survey Related to Planning Problem 

 Most of problem-solving techniques have been applied in the field of the 

autonomous agents and are based on theorem proving (Green, 1969) used in 

knowledge-based systems and the intelligent agents. 

         Shapiro ,( 2003)  Described action planning as: “the process of  planning 

of what needed to be done, when it is needed to be done, by who is needed to be 

done, and what resources or inputs are needed to do it.”  

The description of the action plans consists of the following elements: 
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• Statement of what must be achieved (the outputs or result areas that 

come out of planning process). 

• Spelling out of the steps that have to be followed to reach this 

objective. 

• Clarification of who will be responsible for making sure that each 

step is successfully completed. 

• Clarification of the inputs/resources that are needed. 

 Also, there are many publications on planning methods. One such 

planning approach is partial order planning (POP) algorithms that explore the 

space of plans without being committed to totally ordered sequence of actions 

.They work back from the goal adding actions to the plan to achieve each sub 

goal.  

Penberthy & Weld (1992); Weld (1994), used partial order planning 

(POP) algorithm to describe World-State planner, and formally a planning 

algorithm that has three inputs ”description of the world in some formal 

language, description of the agent's goal (i.e., what behavior is desired), and 

description of the possible actions that can be performed. “. 

Implement the pop algorithm to solve the problem in the blocks world 

.starts with the null plan for a planning problem and makes nondeterministic 

choices until all conjuncts of every action's precondition have been supported by 

causal links and all threatened links have been protected from possible 

interference, the ordering constraints. 
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Another approach is to use task nets which are organized hierarchically 

instead of planning with basic actions. This approach is called Hierarchical Task 

Network (HTN) planning (e.g. Erol et al., (1994, 1996)).  

Firby, (1996) described the (RAP) Reactive Plan hierarchies used to 

control the agent while cleaning up a small office space The problem is the 

requirement that some tasks monitoring states in the world extend continuously 

across otherwise modular subtask boundaries. It must be possible to spawn tasks 

at the point in an expansion when they become relevant and then let them run 

continually across succeeding independent steps the solutions to augment the 

existing RAP language to support the creation and termination of independent 

DesJardins, (2001) & Georgeff, (1986) discussed the HTN and suggest 

an application for planning algorithm practical reasoning techniques where the 

knowledge is encoded in forms of procedures (recipes). These procedures 

describe the real world in the form of or sequences of actions for achieving 

particular goals. 

Ilghami et al. (2005) proposed a learning system for HTNs, where a 

domain expert solves task nets giving examples to the learner. The learner now 

generalizes based on the training examples from the human expert and can solve 

similar tasks in a better way described CaMeL++ algorithm for learning 

preconditions for HTN methods that enable the planner to start planning before 

the method preconditions are fully learned. 
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 Empirical results show that, by doing so, the planner can start solving 

planning problems with a smaller number of training examples than is required 

to learn the preconditions completely. 

3.4       Literature Survey Related to Task Specification Representation 

The  problem of task specification representation is   how to describe an 

agent, what task to carry out on its behalf without telling the agent ,and how to 

do the task. So this has been discussed in the subsection  according to the 

available researches related to the proposal . 

There are many researchers who have been concentrating on the field of 

task specification and how it can be represented. 

Dayan & Hinton, (1993) illustrated the Feudal system using a simple 

maze task." how to create a Q-learning managerial hierarchy in which high level 

managers learn how to set tasks to their sub-managers who, in turn, learn how to 

satisfy them. Sub-managers need not to initially understand their manager’s 

commands. They simply learn to maximize their reinforcement in the context of 

the current command and build a more comprehensive map.”  

Paterno, Mancini & Meniconi, (1997) defined the task by how an 

individual can reach a goal in a specific application domain. The goal is a 

desired modification of the state of a system or the environment of the task. 
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Many researchers built different task models using different operators. 

The first problem is the possible ambiguity of some expressions.   To solve the 

ambiguity , we use the priority order among operators defined in the standard 

LOTOS (choice > parallel composition > disabling > enabling), and when 

building the task model must use ConcurTaskTrees: A Diagrammatic Notation 

for Specifying Task Models ,we include three phases :a hierarchical logical 

decomposition of the tasks representation , identification of the temporal,  and 

identification of the objects associated with each task , Uses of graphical 

constructs and operators derived from a formal specification. The result gives 

specification of a wide variety of dynamic task behaviors.  

Ian , Michael & Peter ,( 2009)  research is about an architecture and interface language 

for teaching sequential decision making tasks  , reinforcement learning agents called )                                                                               

Bootstrap Learning for Task Learning (BLTL) they introduced the BLTL language that 

allows tasks to be specified concretely in terms of starting states, reward functions, and 

termination conditions. 

In addition ,they provide advice and suggestion of new task sources for 

future action. The BLTL language forms the cornerstone for the larger Bootstrap 

Learning project, which integrates even more machine learning methods for 

teaching agents to solve many different  types  of problems, not just sequential 

decision making tasks .Therefore ,we need to describe the tasks that want agents 

to carry out on our behalf.  
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3.5      Literature Survey Related to Knowledge. 

         In the 1970s, it was finally accepted that to make a machine solve an intellectual 

problem one had to know the solution . 

The knowledge can be defined as a set of facts, events, procedures, and meta-

knowledge. Usually in  the human behaviour  for  doing  a certain task, the individual 

must call the knowledge from his knowledge base which is related to that specific task,  

the stored knowledge for doing certain task  

The terms procedural knowledge and path (sometime called route) knowledge 

have different concepts and usually misinterpreted. The knowledge path has been defined 

by (Niels, 2002) as “A set of procedures that can be used only if an external entity 

explicitly specifies the initial situation and a desired end situation”. It encompasses 

information about the sequence of actions required to follow a particular path. 

Knowledge path is characterized as the knowledge about the actions to be performed in 

the environment to successfully traverse paths between distant locations, especially 

between an origin and a destination. 

Therefore the route knowledge can be recognized as the sequences of functions or 

procedures to be accomplished for finding a path. While procedural knowledge is the 

knowledge that describes an action to be accomplished as a rule in the form (if conditions 

then action) and usually called as Horn Clause. 
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Thorndyke & Goldin, (1983) described the knowledge types in the 

environment, and call it spatial knowledge, as seen in Figure 3-1, in terms of 

three levels of information: landmark, procedural, and survey knowledge, where 

each level builds on previous levels. Landmark knowledge covers the perceptual 

salient objects in the environment. Procedural knowledge (or route knowledge) 

which encompasses information about the sequence of actions required to follow 

a particular route. Survey is the knowledge which deals with environmental 

information. 

 

                   Figure 3-1:  presents three levels of the spatial knowledge 
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3.6       Literature Survey Related to Machine Learning 

        Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, is a scientific discipline 

concerned with the design and development of algorithms that allow computers to evolve 

behaviors based on empirical data, such as from sensor data or databases. 

       Indeed an agent can have a high degree of intelligence, autonomy, flexibility and 

adaptation that if it possesses capacities of knowledge learning 

     Feigenbaum and McCorduck, (1983) have called the “knowledge engineering 

bottleneck “the major obstacle to the widespread use of intelligent systems. This 

“bottleneck “is the cost and difficulty of building systems using the traditional knowledge 

acquisition techniques one solution to this problem would be for programs to begin with a 

minimal amount of knowledge and learn from examples , high-level advice , or their own 

explorations of the application domain . 

Herbert Simon defines learning as: 

       Any change in a system that allows it to perform better the second time on repetition 

of the same task (Simon, 1983). 

         Learning involves generalization from experience: performance should improve not 

only on the “repetition of the same task “but also on similar tasks in the domain.  

      Simon’s definition describes learning as allowing the system to “perform 

better the second time.” selecting the possible changes to a system that will 
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allow it to improve is a difficult task .Learning research must address the 

possibility that changes may actually degrade performance. 

Balduccini .M and Lanzarone .G.A, (1997) introduce an agent who autonomously 

interacts with an unknown environment and builds an incremental and inductive model of 

it. The key concepts dealt with are: 

• Autonomy: The agent can’t rely on an oracle guiding its inferential processes. 

• Instrumentality: The agent must be able to continuously update the environment’s 

model according to the knowledge derived from interaction, exploiting as much as 

possible the information it has already acquired. 

• Inductivity:  The agent must infer rules on the basis of observed examples, and it 

is therefore necessary for it to constantly verify the validity of the rules it has 

induced. 

• Unknown environment:  The agent must perform well even when started in a 

‘zero knowledge’ situation.  

 

         The aim is to investigate how the characteristics of the components of an agent are 

influenced by the fact that the agent has to interact with an unknown environment and 

build at the same time an incremental and inductive model of it by means of symbolic 

learning. What want to obtain is an agent featuring sufficiently low computational costs 

to be able to interact with the environment in real-time, but powerful enough to manage 

to reach the assigned goals in complex environments and in an acceptable time. 
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Chapter Four 

Design of the Proposed Model and Knowledge Representation 

4.1 Overview 

         This chapter presents the design of the proposed model; based on the functional 

model of human system as knowledge-based system. It includes the declaration of the 

knowledge representation and describes the knowledge representation used in proposed 

model. Also it includes the knowledge representation for the environment and state space 

and action together with description of the main algorithms as processes in a knowledge-

based System. When these three parts are present the modules are complementary in their 

processes, which mean each module has a task that complements the other modules tasks.   

       Human does work as a functional model of human system and it is constructed   from 

top to bottom as shown by the left side arrow in the Figure 4-1 from the communication 

with the environment unit, human inference engine, and long term memory. 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 4-1: Functional Model of Human System Owaied (2007) 
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     The knowledge-based system can be mimicked the by functional model of human 

system but will be implemented as seen in figure 4-2 from bottom to top direction shown 

by the left side arrow. Therefore, the communication with the environment unit will be as 

the user interface. The human inference engine will be the inference engine but will be 

considered to represent untouchable entities, which are; willing and needs, vision, 

Incentives, hobbies, and the effect of environment as problem solving method, search 

technique and reasoning agent. Finally the long term memory will be as the knowledge 

base. Then have the most important part of knowledge base system is the knowledge base 

since all the other parts of knowledge base system depend on the implementation of the 

knowledge base . 

 

 

     

 

 

 

Figure 4-2: General Structure of Knowledge-based System Owaied (2007) 

Figure 4-1 presents the construction of human functional system and figure 4-2 presents 

the implementation of the knowledge-based system as a simulation of functional model 

of human system  
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4.2     Proposed Model of Intelligent Agent as Knowledge-based 

System. 

Figure 4-3 presents the intelligent agent as Knowledge-based System of using state space 

and action space for intelligent agent model.  

The proposed model, is based on the general structure of Knowledge-based system in 

figure 4-2, consists of four modules, which are; user interface, inference engine, 

knowledge base, and working memory. Using the proposed model for searching an object 

in an environment required many tasks to be accomplished.  

The intelligent model should be able to identify the path required for a task and analyze 

it. This ability utilizes the intelligent agent to extract the required data and information 

from it as knowledge, according to the general structure of Knowledge-based System.  In 

the following subsections, we give the description of them. 
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Figure 4-3: Proposed model of intelligent agent as Knowledge-based System. 
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4.2.1 User Interface Module 

          The user interface simulates the communications with the environment unit of 

the functional model of human system. So this module consists of many functions, 

all functions allow the user to interact with the knowledge based system. When user 

used the intelligent agent he firstly must enter a password and a user name allows 

him to interact with the agent. , and the user interface consists of three modules: 

• Inserting task specifications : Can insert the task  through the part of the 

proposed model for example bring book by  id , bring book by name , replace 

two books and return book to bookcase.  

• Agent Communication: Depends on the interaction with environment. The 

intelligent agent model is able to calculate the persistent changes in the 

external dynamic environment and any sudden change , such as observing the 

existence of any obstacle in the environment and avoiding it  

• Updating Knowledge: When changing the stored knowledge and deleting it.  

And insertions of new knowledge are applied according to the given request 

by end user. 

4.2.2 Inference Engine 

       The inference engine consists of three modules which are; problem solving method, 

search technique and reasoning agent. The primary functions are calling the right 

knowledge from knowledge base when needed, to solving problem, according to the 

given assertions, and using a heuristic search technique. Also clarify the ambiguity in the 
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new acquired knowledge inserted in the working memory, by calling an existing 

knowledge from static knowledge base, in order to be added to the dynamic knowledge 

base. For example, when change occurs in the external dynamic environment and any 

sudden change, such as observing the existence of any obstacle in the environment and 

avoiding it, the intelligent agent calls the right knowledge from table and use the heuristic 

search technique to find the fast solution.  

     The reasoning agent usually can be one of many techniques such as forward chaining, 

backward chaining, or mixing both. In this thesis, we will have used both according to the 

situation of the given goal to the proposed intelligent agent.  

     The algorithms and function will be used by the inference engine of the intelligent 

agent .Also these algorithms are used for gaining knowledge from the problem’s state 

space, the environment’s problem space, and the actions state space in order to 

accomplish a specific task. 

    When we order objects ID,   for example, the first step is the intelligent agent lookup 

for the availability of the object (book) according to the experience (in this case in the 

dynamic knowledge). The intelligent agent will go to the next step to accomplish the task 

and detect the start point and end point, and test road of the obstacles then transit between 

two points and detect subtask  

4.2.3 Working memory 

        The working memory is the place where all the activities of the inference engine and 

user interface and knowledge base have to be done; these activities are:  
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• The application of reasoning agent used: The reasoning agent usually can be one 

of many techniques such as forward chaining, backward chaining, or both in the 

proposed model use both according to the situation of the given goal to the 

proposed intelligent agent.  

• The application of searching techniques used: using a heuristic search technique. 

So clarify the ambiguity in the new acquired knowledge inserted in the working 

memory,  

• The processes of agent communication with the environment: the intelligent agent 

is able to learn and take the reasonable decision in the dynamic environment and 

when any sudden change, such as observing the existence of any obstacle in the 

environment and avoiding it. 

4.2.4 Knowledge Base 

      The knowledge base represents the repository of knowledge for a narrow and specific 

domain. The knowledge can be defined as a set of facts, rules, events and meta-

knowledge.  Usually, the knowledge can be either declarative or procedural. So in this 

thesis, we use both declarative, which is the dynamic knowledge, and procedural, which 

is the static knowledge.   

4.2.4.1 Static Knowledge  

     The knowledge is represented as a set of rules together with associated facts, each rule 

specifies a relation and has the form IF (conditions) THEN (action).  The basic structure 
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of a static Knowledge is a knowledge base contains the domain knowledge used for 

problem solving. The form of a rule can be rewritten in Horn Clause form, as follows: 

Action              Condition-1, Condition-2… Condition-i      

       Where i >= 0 and is an integer number. 

4.2.4.2 Dynamic Knowledge 

      The dynamic knowledge contains knowledge acquired during the run time of the 

system via the interaction of the user with the proposed system. This knowledge will be 

as cases for the specific problem or facts.  The basic structure of dynamic knowledge is 

the database that includes a set of facts used to match with the (condition) part of rules 

stored in the knowledge base. 

4.3       Knowledge Representation methodology 

       There are many forms that have been used to represent knowledge in the 

knowledge base, such as rule base, semantic nets, production rules, frame structure, and 

can be hierarchical structure of frames. 

          In this thesis, frames in conjunction with production rules and semantic networks 

are all used to represent knowledge in the knowledge base. 

4.3.1   Frames  

          Marvin Minsky in 1974 proposed the concept of frames as structures where each 

frame has its own name and a set of attributes, or slots, associated with it.  Wesley (2005) 
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described why is it necessary to use frames and provide a natural way for the structured 

and representation of knowledge. In a single entity, a frame combines all necessary 

knowledge about a particular object or concept. The frame provides a means of 

organizing knowledge in slots to describe various attributes and characteristics of the 

object, as seen in Figure 4 - 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - 4: Frame Structure. 
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         A semantic network is a directed graph, consists of nodes each node is an object in 

the environment, and links (arcs) between the objects, where a link is a relation between 

objects.  

Michael (2005) claimed that in general, there are three types of relationships between 

objects, these are:   

• Generalization: ‘is-a ‘relationship between a superclass and its subclasses .For 

example, a bookcase is a Myobject. Each subclass inherits all features of the 

superclass. 
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• Aggregation: is ‘a-part-of’ or ‘part-whole’ relationship in which several 

subclasses representing components are associated with a superclass representing 

a whole. For example, a shelf is a part of bookcase. 

• Association: describes some semantic relationship between different classes 

which are unrelated. 

In this thesis the semantic net is used for representing the knowledge associated with the 

environment; figure 4-6 illustrate the semantic network for the concept environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-5: Semantic networks showing some object concepts and properties. 
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4.3.3   Rule Base 

     The rule base is a set of the form IF (Conditions) THEN (Action) rules. The 

conditions are a part of a rule which contains zero or more conditions, the special case 

of zero occurs in case of a fact. The action part is the goal. Figure 4-7 illustrates an 

example of applying the production system using the working memory. 

Static Knowledge                                               working memory 

1.  IF       object exist in experience                   order book 22  

   THEN    intelligent agent ask user you                bookcase 4 

                  have better choice, Use it?                                Step 1: match with rule 1 

2. IF       object not exist in experience              order book 22  

     THEN   agent does the first task in queue          and     bookcase 4 

3.  IF      queue is empty                                     agent ask user you have better choice, use it?  

       AND    object is not found                               Step 2: mach with rule 4                                    

       THEN    tell user the object not found            agent go to result in memory 

4.  IF         user tell agent yes                              Step 3: mach with rule 6     

 THEN    agents go to result in memory         order book 22 

5.  IF         user tell agent no                                and     bookcase 4                             

       THEN    agents go to first task in queue        agent ask user you have better choice, use it?                                             

6. IF         find the object                                    agent go to result in memory 

      THEN    go to table                                          go to table.                                                                                                                  

 

 

Figure 4-6: production system using working memory 
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For each cycle of production system the following actions will happen: 

� Selection: select the rules from rule base according to the goal. 

� Matching: match the selected rules according to the assertions given in the context 

(database). 

� Confliction: choose one of the matched rules according to the time and space. 

� Fire (execute) the chosen one. 

 

4.4 Hierarchical Structure of Environment  

         The environment contains many objects and each object composites another object 

in environment, and of each object represented by the class contains the properties and 

methods that describe behavior of the object, where properties describe the distance of 

the object and class of object or the blueprint of an object. Figure 4-8 present hierarchical 

structure of environment. 
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                         Figure 4-7: Hierarchical Structure of Environment. 
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Chapter Five 

The Implementation of Proposed Model 

5.1 Overview 

        This chapter presents the methodology of describing the state space and action space 

and the implementation of this methodology. The methodology consists of many 

functions and algorithms; these algorithms are used for gaining   knowledge from the 

state space of environment so as to build the task. The case used for implementation of 

the proposed model is the library environment. So the sections 5.2-5.9 are the description 

for the implementation in this specific environment. 

5.2    Control Data Flow Diagram for the task 

         Declare the main process, in memory of the intelligent agent, when given task the 

first step is to determine the task and then how to reach that goal. Then analyze the 

knowledge in the environment state space and action space which is related to the goal. 

        The intelligent agent can understand the environment in any position of environment 

and can detect the subtask that is needed to do and arrange in queue then execute many 

subtasks to task.  Then   find the start and end point based on the position of the 

intelligent agent for each subtask, then plan the path and test the road of the obstacle, also 

determine the procedure needed to reach that goal. Finally, the task representation is 
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stored in the knowledge base. Figure 5-1 shows the control data flow diagram for the task 

when order Bring Book ID or Bring Book by Name. 

 

Figure 5-1: The Control Data Flow Diagram for the task when order Bring Book ID  
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5.3   The Interactions of  Event Processing and  Agent Behavior 

        Since the primary task of the intelligent agent model is to find and get an object, so 

the user firstly inserts the object characteristics. In the case of library environment, the 

object characteristics may have many entities such as book-name, book-number, book-

place, or any other entity Therefore, the intelligent agent looks up for the availability of 

the object (book) according to the experience (in this case in the dynamic knowledge) . If 

exists then the intelligent agent will go to the next step to accomplish the task. If it does 

not exist, then the intelligent agent calls the procedure called fillIndexQueu then starts 

execute task in queue sequence to reach the target that is stored in the environment. 

        When order objects ID   for example the first step is the intelligent agent lookup for 

the availability of the object (book) according to the experience (in this case in the 

dynamic knowledge).If exists then the intelligent agent will go to the next step to 

accomplish the task.So the intelligent agent will know the path of the book in the 

knowledge base that is stored directly resulting from previous experiences in Knowledge 

base in dynamic knowledge. 

 

        And when taking another action for example, replace two books then agent updates 

the data in dynamic knowledge. The agent can learn from experience and can take best 

action and best time to do action .Also agent can interact with environment, without any 

help from user and without any assistance or guidance for decision-making.   
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      The state transitions are illustrated  in Figure 5-2 which show the start-up sequence. 

And present the interactions for  event processing and  intelligent agent behavior . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2 shows the start-up sequence. And presents the interactions for  event 

processing and  agent behavior 
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        Telling agent what user needs  means detect the task then agent starts to interact 

with environment the first Function is  Loaned check if book loaned or not if not loaned 

then go to Procedure find_book which first must be checked if book in dynamic 

knowledge  mean in experience to agent by Procedure IsItInMyMemory if agent exists 

book in experience then go to Procedure fillIndexQueu  and put the first number in  

queue  number bookcase  exist object in dynamic knowledge  else if it does not exist in 

experience then Continueand  fill queue intelligently . 

      Then start execute main task, start execute sub task in queue, Procedure  MoveTo, 

detect the bookcase need go to then execute Function Which_Crose check if any obstacle  

 intersection with the  path plan when go to the bookcase. 

   Function DosItCros call four function Function TestX1 , Function TestX2 , Function 

TestY1 and Function TestY2 each calculate if intersection path with obstacle or no 

intersection .  

      Function DirectOrReverse check any direction go agent if have best time and shortest 

path . 

        Timer1  executes walk, each step 0.01 seconds and then calculate the next point in 

the line until walk arrives the end point, use Function getNextPont to calculate the next 

point in line , then move to next point until end point by Procedure moveAgent . Then 

when arrive target one ,the agent performs subtask is search for the object need and 

match object needed with any object, in bookcase then if  find object then go to table else  

continue execute the next task in queue . 
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5.4    Present the first screen user interface to program 

     When the user needs to use the program and deal with the agent he must enter a 

password and users name a special person allows him to deal with the agent in   the 

environment and any task assigned to the agent will be stored in its own account and 

cannot return the book by the name of another user only through the user account can 

return the book on loan. Figure 5-3 illustrates the first screen appears when any 

person used programs. And this screen allows only the user to have privilege   enter 

to the program. 

 

Figure 5-3: represent first screen user interface to program 

5.5   Describe the action which can be given to agent in program 

        The environment contains many tasks  such as the environment proposed  

model  library  can the agent performs many tasks for example bring book by  id , 

bring book by name , replace two books and return books to bookcase. Figure 5-4 

represents sub user interface to program describe the task in environment. 
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       The program is easily used and the user friendly means that the program is 

smart.  This means that everything gives pleasure and happiness to humans. Also any 

user can deal with program and understand how to deal with it, section search book 

used show all objects in environment and take the name or id then use it  in a given 

task to agent. The section My Books tells the user what the books  loan is to the user. 

 

Figure 5-4: represents sub user interface to program proposed model describes 

the environment library. 

        When to tell agent return book to bookcase, the agent must be sure if   the book 

loaned the same user interact with program and when to tell agent to bring the book  

he must  sure if the book exists in experience and not loaned. when to tell agent 

replace two books and one for each book loaned agent don’t replace two book and 

tell user the book loaned ,also when agent brings each book and then returns the 

same book and  then replaces the same book with another on the agent must update 

the knowledge in a dynamic knowledge  . 
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           The purpose of demonstrated is to test the function and algorithms of the task in 

the environment. Figure 5-5 shows the environment proposed model and explains all 

measurements in environment and measure between object. Take the measure use the 

map blueprint to library. 

 

Figure 5-5: Explains measurement inside of the library proposed model. 

5.6   Representing Knowledge in the Knowledge base 

        The class structure is used in thesis to represent the environment in the    knowledge 

base, which depends on three types of knowledge representations .The production rule 

and semantic net and frames where each object in the environment is instance of a class 

containing   the following attributes and methods of the object: 
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���� Attributes: Things exist in the object and can not be separated for the object   its 

properties and are concomitant with the object. 

• The object position: each object contains many properties, describes the 

properties in the class and each object has the position in environment. 

• Length and width of the object: is attributing for each object in 

environment consists of the dimensions length and width. 

• Name: each object has a name. 

���� Methods : 

• Methods of the object: mean what we can do to the object, anything that 

could be implemented by the object such as intelligent agent can move in 

the environment between two states. 

        An object can be used to denote anything. It could be a concrete concept such as a 

book or table or bookcase, a class provides a framework for describing a type of object.  

        The class is the blueprint. An object is an instantiation of a class. For instance, a 

bookcase has features such as number of shelf, ID number. The class 'bookcase' provides 

a generic description using features, but an instance is an object that has values assigned 

to these features, the word 'property' is used to denote an attribute of an object. Properties 

are pieces of information about an object, such as color, size, and number of shelf. 

Methods describe behavior in that they declare what an object can do, for example, 

intelligent agent object might have been moved that describes the task content the 
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number of move is a property. Figure 5-6 shows the Inheritance Class Structure for the 

whole object in environment. 

         The class represents the object in environment, also each class is concerted the 

blueprint of object in environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5-6: Inheritance Frame Structure. 
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5.7   Hierarchical Structure of Proposed Model (Library) 

         Figure 5-7 represents the hierarchical structure of environment for proposed   model 

library and present the object that contains the library .For example, bookcase, table, also 

composite of object such as bookcase composite shelf and shelf composite book,   and 

each of object contains properties and measurements commensurate with the object 

containing this object and also fit with the environment and the location of each object 

depends on the design environment. 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                    …   

 

 

 

            …                 …    

           Figure 5-7: Hierarchical Structure of Proposed Model (Library). 
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5.8   Environment 

          Environments will be divided into two categories: how to 

represent environment space (state space) and how to represent (action 

space) event. Therefore, the first step of doing this represents the 

environment. 

       State Space is a complete and comprehensive description of the 

environment   that the intelligent agent will perform within, including: 

• Physical Space Layout Example: Building/Spacing measurements. 

• Inner Spacing Layout   Example: Shelves details. 

• Constraints Example: Relative allowed distance.   

• Obstacles (Permanent or Temporary) Example: Columns/Sculptures or 

Maintenance.  

• Limitations Example: Moving objects. 

  

        Action Space is a complete list of available actions and events within the 

given environment. These can be categorized into two main categories: 

• General/Simple Actions:  

Examples: MoveForward ( ), MoveBackward ( ), MoveLeft ( ), MoveRight ( ) 

…….etc.  
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• Specific/Complex Actions:  

Examples: BringBookbyID ( ), BringBookbyName ( ), ReplaceTwoBook ( ), 

ReturnBookToBookcase (  ) … etc. 

Properties of task environments in environment’ library’ proposed model:   

• Fully Observable. 

• Dynamic environment. 

• Contain single intelligent agent. 

• Episode. 

• Continuous state and discrete actions. 

• Stochastic  domain 

        The intelligent agent interacts with the environment, the resurrection of events to 

reach the required task suppose that the environment is composed of a set of a finite 

states. 

     Indeed an agent can have a high degree of intelligence, autonomy, flexiblity and 

adaptation that if it possesses capacities of knowledge learning. 

Set S= {s1, s2…}. 

         And the intelligent agent must transit from one state to another state when given 

task the transition produce event that the environment consists of a set of finite events. 

Set E= {e1, e2 , …}. 

        When to do a specific task in this an environment main task will consist of a subtask 

sequence of states and events. 
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                     Main Task t:   S1 ����
e1 

  S2  ����
e2 

 S3  ����
e3

  S4  ����
e4

  ... ����
en-1

 Sn 

Let t be a set of all such possible task and the transition between two states contain the 

event.   TR: 2S����e1 

      Figure 5-8 represents the environment proposed model which contains single 

intelligent agent. The intelligent agent can interact with environment so performed the 

task. Also Intelligent agent transitions between states until you finish the task need. 

        S is a set of states and E is a set of events performed by A agent in environment  and 

t is a task done by agent and the task contains  many  transitions between state and  do the 

event each two state  and the s1  is the current state to agent . 

 

Figure 5-8: Environment Proposed model 
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     The environment consists of a set of states and events, the transitions and the initial 

state, and intelligent agent.  Environment ={S, E, A, t, s1}. 

5.9   State Space and Action Space in Environment  

          Figure 5-9 represents an example of the state transition of an environment; the arcs 

between two states show the sets of actions corresponding to transitions.  

         Intelligent Agents are not allowed to perform the same action twice. For example, if 

the intelligent agent reached state S7 by performing e7 then e26 , would not be able to 

perform e 26 again in order to reach S5, mean cannot visit any state or any position More 

than once . 

      Each state in the graph is the object of a class and the state S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7 

are the bookcase in a proposed model and the state S1 is a table in library and S0 is the 

initial state mean is the current position of agent. 

       Detect move to the agent based on the task given to agent such as the user is need to 

bring book or replace it between two books or return it  .When agent the gives task then 

he can interact with environment  until he  reach on the goal. 
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Figure 5-9: Transition in Environment (State, Event) 

         Example: Illustrated by the graph in figure: 5-9 the environment state transition. In 

this environment, an intelligent agent has many available actions, and the intelligent 

agent in   the environment is not allowed to execute the same action twice. Arcs between 

states in figure 5-9 are shows the actions that cause the state transitions. 

� Note: the start position of intelligent agent state S0 for each goal. 

• Goal1= {S3} 

       An intelligent agent can reliably achieve goal1 by performing action in the start 

position of intelligent agent choose an action e10 ,e9 ,e8,e7,e6 or e11   , the result  of which 

S1 S0 

S7 
S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 
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will be either S2,S3,S4,S5,S6 or S7 . If  S5  results, the intelligent agent can perform e13 ,e26 

,e21,e18, e2 or e14  the result  of which will be either S2,S3,S4, S6,S1 or S7 .  If S3 result it 

can simply perform e18. 

• Goal2= {S3} 

     An intelligent agent can reliably achieve goal2 by performing action in the start 

position of intelligent agent choice of action e10 ,e9 ,e8,e7,e6 or e11   , the result  of which 

will be either S2,S3,S4,S5,S6 or S7 . If  S2  results, the intelligent agent can perform e22 ,e24 

,e21,e16, e5 or e23  the result  of which will be either S5,S3,S4, S6,S1 or S7 .If S1 result it can 

simply perform e5, which is not allowed. Mean does not allow going to table before finds 

the book. 

5.10   The Intelligent Agent Implementation in Library Environment  

       Figure 5-10 presents the main algorithms as Processes for the proposed model as 

knowledge Based System for one process in queue and  mimics the human behavior 

(which is a librarian  in this implementation)  to recognize   an object, which is a book,  in 

the environment (library) in the following steps: 

� The first step is a full description of the existing environment through 

the Knowledge base which will be described as the state space and action 

space and the existing storage environment. 

� The second step is to allow the intelligent agent model to understand and 

analyze the nature of the environment through the interaction of the user 

with the existing knowledge base.  So we can plan the movement and do the 

task to reach the desired book. 
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� The third step represents the path that draws the action of event and reaches the 

goal according to the book in the requirement. 

 

Figure 5-10: Main Algorithms as Processes in a knowledge Based System 
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     The algorithms and function will be used by the inference engine of the intelligent 

agent .Also these algorithms are used for gaining knowledge from the problem’s state 

space, the environment’s problem space, and the actions state space in order to 

accomplish a specific task, these algorithms will be explained in the next section.   

5.11 The Algorithms and Functions 

        In this section are the declarations and the brief descriptions of   all the algorithms 

and functions used by the inference engine of the proposed intelligent agent      model. 

Also there are descriptions of the structures of all the algorithms, their implementation as 

procedures, identifying both the input and output for each procedure and function and its 

role in whole model. 

5.11.1 Procedure Check for Object Availability 

       Since the primary task of the intelligent agent model is to find and get an object, so 

the user firstly inserts the object characteristics. In the case of library environment, the 

object characteristics may have many entities such as book-name, book-number, book-

place, or any other entities. Therefore, the intelligent agent looks up for the availability of 

the object (book) according to the experience (in this case in the dynamic knowledge or 

working memory) .If it exists then the intelligent agent will go to the next step to 

accomplish the task. If it does not exist then the intelligent agent calls for the procedure 

called fillIndexQueu. 
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5.11.2 Procedure fillIndexQueu.  

    The  procdeure  FillIndexQueue is used to arrange all the sub-tasks of the main one to 

be performed by the intelligent agent as seen in figure 5-11. 

 

     Sub fillIndexQueu(ByVal BID As String) 

     IndexQueu = GenNewQueu(BID, BookCaseIndex) 

 

       End Sub 

         Figure 5-11: procdeure  Fill Index Queue 

5.11.3   Function for the  Heuristic search Technique  

      The heuristic search technique is implemented as function called (GenNewQueu) and 

this function is to find the faster solution, but not necessary the optimal one. Usually, 

these search techniques depend on the heuristic information which is founded in the 

problem space. Therefore, this function will depend on the weight of an object in its 

environment. Using Initialization weight, sorts all weight to each object in all positions in 

environment, as seen in figure 5-12, so the general structure of the heuristic function is: 

F (n) = g (n) + h (n) 

g (n) = the search technique returns the weight of an object in sub-environment  

h (n) = the heuristic information for the object n  
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Function GenNewQueu(ByVal bid, ByVal indexToStart) As Queue 

        Dim ds As New Data.DataSet 

        ds.ReadXml("data.xml") 

        Dim Q As New Queue 

        Dim ar(5) As BBKS 

        For i As Integer = 0 To 5 

            ar(i).Vlaue = ds.Tables(0).Rows(i)("b" & bid) 

            ar(i).Index = i 

        Next 

        ar = SortIt(ar) 

        Dim ar2(4) As BBKS 

        For k As Integer = 0 To 5 

            If ar(k).Index = indexToStart Then 

                Dim temp As BBKS = ar(0) 

                ar(0) = ar(k) 

                ar(k) = temp 

            End If 

        Next 

        For o As Integer = 1 To 5 

            ar2(o - 1) = ar(o) 

        Next 

        ar2 = SortIt(ar2) 

 

        For u As Integer = 1 To 5 

            ar(u) = ar2(u - 1) 

        Next 

        For j As Integer = 0 To 5 

            Q.Enqueue(ar(j).Index) 

        Next 

        Return Q 

    End Function 

Figure 5-12: Function for the Heuristic search Technique  

Each object in the environment has an initial value of weight and the value changes when any 

transition of object and each object are linked with object-environment as seen in figure 5-13. 

Sub incresWeight(ByVal bid) 

       Dim ds As New Data.DataSet 

       ds.ReadXml("data.xml") 

       h=1  

       Dim g As Integer = ds.Tables(0).Rows(BookCaseIndex)("b" & bid) 

       F = g + h 

       ds.Tables(0).Rows(BookCaseIndex)("b" & bid) = F 

       ds.WriteXml("data.xml")  

End Sub 

Figure 5-13: Heuristic Function  
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      Table 5-14 illustrates the two dimensions array which contains all weight of transition 

of all objects in environment and when needed fill queue, it must arrange all bookcase 

needed visit to depend or the max weight in each column contain object need. 

Bookcase / object  Object1 Object2 Object3 .. .. .. .. .. Object n 

Bookcase 1 Weight 11 Weight 12 Weight 13      Weight 1n 

Bookcase 2 Weight 21 Weight 22 Weight 23      Weight 2n 

Bookcase 3 Weight 31 Weight 32 Weight 33      Weight 3n 

Bookcase 4 Weight 41 Weight 42 Weight 43      Weight 4n 

Bookcase 5 Weight 51 Weight 52 Weight 53      Weight 5n 

Bookcase 6 Weight 61 Weight 62 Weight 63      Weight 6n 

   

Table 5-14 Represents the two diminutions array which contains all weight  

5.11.4 Function Insertion Sort  

       Use a sorting algorithm that is efficient for small arrays. That is used to sort the 

weight    for each object in all sub environments . Therefore, this function insertion sorts 

as seen in figure 5-15. 
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For j ←1 to length (b)-1 

     num ← b[ j ] 

     i ← j - 1 

     While i >= 0 and b [ i ] < num 

         b[ i +1 ] ← b[ i ] 

         i ← i -1 

     b [i +1] ← num 

      Figure 5-15:  The pseudo code for sorting insertion 

5.11.5   Function for Start Point Finding.   

         As mentioned on the scenario, intelligent agent should specify start and end points. 

To recognize a start point, an algorithm was made. As shown in Figure 5-16, the start 

point is the initial state (position of intelligent agent start) for the transition between the 

initial state changes when moving from one state to another to perform the specific task, 

the end point of the task1 is the starting point of the task2, and so on in each transition. 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 5-16: Start Point Finding Algorithm Pseudo code 
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5.11.6 Function End Point Finding. 

          This algorithm is   similar to the previous one, which was used to recognize   the 

end point. An algorithm was made (As shown in Figure 5-17) to find the end point   in 

the final state (position of target) for the transition between states the end state change 

when moving from one state to another to perform the specific task. The start point of the 

task2 is the ending point of the task1, and so on in each transition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5-17: End Point Finding Algorithm Pseudo code 

 

5.11.7 Procedure Main Path Finding 

       As in the scenario, the start point should be in the main path of the targeted object. 

Then all of its pixels are part from the main path pixels. 

         As shown in Figure 5-18, to find the main path, the algorithm needs to get next 

point from the line between start point and end point. 
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Figure 5-18: Main Path Finding Algorithm Pseudo code 

 

          Intelligent Agent Finding the Shortest Path finding algorithm used in this thesis is 

to detect the minimum distance between two points by using a well known mathematical 

equation of distance between two points. 

 2 2

2 1 2 1( ) ( )D x x y y= − + −   

Where:  

       D: the distance between two points 

1 1
( , )x y  : The Start point,  

2 2
( , )x y : The Goal point 
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Trying to obtain the shortest path, the algorithm will calculate the minimum 

distance between (goal point) and all pixels through the path starting form the (start 

point). The algorithm initially takes the first location (start point) and finds the distance 

between it and the (goal point), then it calculates the next point in line of the current point 

(start point), the algorithm will continually calculate the pixels one by one and choose the 

pixel that satisfies the least distance between selected pixel and the (goal point) The 

algorithm will repeat this process each line in the main path between two state until the 

last point of the (goal point).  

5.11.8 Function getNextPoint  

     Function explains the next step  to intelligent agent which must move to  reach the 

target as shown in Figure 5-19. 

 ‘Function calculate the next point in line between two state 

Function getNextPont(ByVal _start As Point, ByVal _end As Point, ByVal 

index As Double, ByVal L As Integer) As Point 

        Dim x As Integer = (_start.X) + index * (_end.X - _start.X) 

        Dim y As Integer = (_start.Y) + index * (_end.Y - _start.Y) 

        Return New Point(x, y) 

    End Function 

Figure 5-19: Function getNextPoint  
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Calculate the next point in line of the current point (start point), the algorithm will 

continually calculate the pixels one by one and choose the pixel that satisfies the least 

distance between selected pixel and the (goal point). The algorithm will repeat this 

process each line in the main path between two states until the last point of the (goal 

point). Index is the step of agent divided by the length of the distance between start point 

and end point. 

Index  =1/ lingth   

Length =   

X = start.x + index * (end.x – start .x) 

Y = start.y +  index * ( end.y – start.y) 

Next Point ( X,Y) 

Find  next point 
1 1

( , )x y  to the Current point, in line between two states. And each 

step to agent execute in 0.01 second, calculate next state each transition to next state 

when count final equal one then line finish then go to next line or  if not contain next line 

mean that is current position is a target .  

5.11.9 Function Test Main Path of the Obstacle 

        Test the main path between start point and end point which does not contain any   

obstacles. 
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      Will call the following functions and the calculation of equations to get the value of  

X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 then check intersection any point to all obstacle exists in 

environment.  

Mathematical equation …………..1 .as figures 5-20. 

Index = (obstacle location.x – Start position.x) / (End position.x - Start position.x) 

Y 1      = Start position.y + Index * (End position.y – Start position.y) 

Figure 5-20: Mathematical equation..1 

'TestY1(agent.Postion=sp(start point ),bookcase.Postion = ep(end point 

), obstacle.Location.X= x1) 

Dim Y1 As Double = TestY1(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.X) 

 

Function TestY1(ByVal sp As Point, ByVal ep As Point, ByVal x1 As 

Double) As Double 

        Dim index, y As Double 

        index = (x1 - sp.X) / (ep.X - sp.X) 

        y = (sp.Y) + index * (ep.Y - sp.Y) 

        Return y 

    End Function 

Mathematical equation …………..2 .as figures 5-21 

Index = ((obstacle location.x+ obstacle. width) – Start position.x)  

                     (End position.x - Start position.x) 

Y 2      = Start position.y + Index * (End position.y - Start position.y) 

Figure 5-21: Mathematical equation..2 
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'TestY2(agent.Postion=sp(start point ),bookcase.Postion = ep(end point 

), obstacle.Location.X+obstacel. Width = x2) 

Dim Y2 As Double = TestY2(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.X+ 

obs.Width) 

 

 Function TestY2(ByVal sp As Point, ByVal ep As Point, ByVal x2 As 

Double) As Double 

        Dim index, y As Double 

        index = (x2 - sp.X) / (ep.X - sp.X) 

        y = (sp.Y) + index * (ep.Y - sp.Y) 

        Return y 

    End Function 

 

Mathematical equation …………..3 .as figures 5-22 

 

Index = (obstacle location.y – Start position.y) / (End position.y - Start position.y) 

X 1      = Start position.x + Index * (End position.x - Start position.x) 

 

Figure 5-22: Mathematical equation..3 

 

'TestX1(agent.Postion=sp(start point ),bookcase.Postion = ep(end point 

), obstacle.Location.Y= x2) 

Dim X1 As Double = TestX1(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.Y) 

  

    Function TestX1(ByVal sp As Point, ByVal ep As Point, ByVal y1 As 

Double) As Double 

        Dim index, x As Double 

        index = (y1 - sp.Y) / (ep.Y - sp.Y) 

        x = (sp.X) + index * (ep.X - sp.X) 

        Return x 

    End Function 
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Mathematical equation …………..4 .as figures 5-23 

Index = ((obstacle location.y+ obstacle. Height) – Start position.y)  

                     (End position.y - Start position.y) 

X 2      = Start position.x + Index * (End position.x - Start position.x) 

Figure 5-23: Mathematical equation..4 

 

 

'TestX2(agent.Postion=sp(start point ),bookcase.Postion = ep(end point 

), obstacle.Location.Y+ obstacel. Height = x2) 

Dim X2 As Double = TestX2(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.Y+   

obs.Height) 

 

    Function TestX2(ByVal sp As Point, ByVal ep As Point, ByVal y2 As 

Double) As Double 

        Dim index, x As Double 

        index = (y2 - sp.Y) / (ep.Y - sp.Y) 

        x = (sp.X) + index * (ep.X - sp.X) 

        Return x 

    End Function 

 

 

 

         Then after the values X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 are out for all function then work 

is compared to the values resulting from the dimensions of all the obstacles to examine as 

shown in Figure 5-24. Then plan route to reach the required goal, in the event of an   

intersection will be passing the obstacle, and if there is no intersection will continue to 

walk to the target. 
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‘Function DosItCros call all function TestX1 ,TestX2,TestY1 and TestY 

and then comparison.  

Function DosItCros(ByVal b As Object, ByVal a As Agent, ByVal obs As 

Object) As CorseDimention 

Dim X1 As Double = TestX1(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.Y) 

Dim X2 As Double = TestX2(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.Y+   

obs.Height) 

Dim Y1 As Double = TestY1(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.X) 

Dim Y2 As Double = TestY2(a.Postion, b.Postion, obs.Location.X+ 

obs.Width) 

        Dim y1_note As Double = obs.Location.Y 

        Dim y2_note As Double = obs.Location.Y + obs.Height 

  

        Dim x1_note As Double = obs.Location.X 

        Dim x2_note As Double = obs.Location.X + obs.Width 

 

        Dim rtValue As New CorseDimention 

        If y1_note < Y1 And Y1 < y2_note Then 

            rtValue.Direction = 1 

            rtValue.Flag = True 

            Return rtValue 

        ElseIf y1_note < Y2 And Y2 < y2_note Then 

            rtValue.Direction = 1 

            rtValue.Flag = True 

            Return rtValue 

        ElseIf x1_note < X1 And X1 < x2_note Then 

            rtValue.Direction = 1 

            rtValue.Flag = True 

            Return rtValue 

        Else 

            rtValue.Direction = 0 

            rtValue.Flag = False 

            Return rtValue 

        End If 

                 Figure 5-24: Function DosItCros 

Table 5-25 illustrate Comparison between three techniques shortest path and best time 

and what the negative each technique. 
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Performance When fill random When used intelligent Code  When used 

Heuristic Search  

Competency 48% 97% 95% 

Negatives The time it takes a 

very large 

Must each object in 

environment has intelligent 

code and cannot change 

position of any object in 

environment    the object is 

structured  

None  

Table 5-25: illustrates a Comparison between three techniques shortest path and 

best time 

        But the best technique is a heuristic search because it is not related to any constraint 

and when any change in environment can interact with change and give faster solution. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusion, Discussion &Future Work 

6.1   Overview 

         This chapter includes the conclusion of the thesis, the discussion about the   

directions in intelligent agent and suggestions for future work. 

6.2 Conclusion 

      In this thesis, the following points can be concluded: 

1. Algorithms and functions for how to build an intelligent agent interact with 

dynamic environment to perform tasks as a knowledge-based system has been 

designed and implemented for a specific environment. 

2.  The main objectives of this thesis were to build algorithms and functions that 

represent task specification performed by the intelligent agent. The intelligent 

agent analyzes the user order on the basis of the importance of the information 

needed to be gained from the knowledge base. 

3.  The mentioned algorithms were created to make the intelligent agent understand 

the dynamic environment and can perform task, attempt to understand how 

knowledge can be acquired from experience. 
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4. The thesis focused on how intelligent agents can perform task and interact with 

environment. The algorithms and functions are used for gaining knowledge from 

the state space of environment so as to build the task.  

5. The intelligent agent can understand the environment in any position and can 

detect the subtasks needed to do and arrange in queue then execute many subtasks 

in addition to the ability to make a decision at a high level of thinking. 

6.3  Discussion 

       The properties of the environment are very important especially in the design of 

intelligent agent program. The first step must always specify the task environment 

together with all characteristics as possible.  

         Task environments vary along several significant dimensions. They can be fully or 

partially observable, deterministic or stochastic, episodic or sequential, static or dynamic, 

discrete or continuous, and single-agent or multi-agent. Therefore, it is strongly 

advised to begin construction on those same rules, even if it takes a great deal of time, 

and research rebuilding advanced techniques for intelligent agent in the face of the 

functions of life and survival in difficulties. 
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6.4 Future Work 

          As a future work, it is highly recommended to start thinking about more complex 

environment, stochastic and multi agents in environment such as cooperative, 

competitive, and collaborative environment, where intelligent agents work together as a 

single unit (cell).  
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